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tough questions answered
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WBCSD - country report sample pages
Diagram 4: Calculating a lifestyle footprint

My Lifestyle Footprint
is affected by...

A vision
beyond
product
improvements
WBCSD’s Sustainable Lifestyles cluster has a clear
vision: that the innovative power of business can
enable and inspire more sustainable lifestyles.
We believe this is essential if 9 billion people are to
live well and within planetary boundaries, particularly
with an extra 3 billion people due to enter the middle
classes by 2030.
To enable more sustainable lifestyles, business will
need to go beyond product improvements. Lifestyle
challenges need to be explored from a broader and
systemic perspective. One that considers products
but also infrastructure, technology, business models,
policies and behaviour change.

HOME

The good news is this represents a tremendous
opportunity for forward-looking business:
acknowledging the limits of product improvements
frees companies to explore more transformative ways
of addressing key sustasinability challenges. It points
companies towards understanding how people are
living, identifying where the highest impacts occur,
and investing in the development of solutions that
improve the system in which products are used –
enabling more sustainable lifestyles and inspiring
people to live them.

Non-renewable
Energy

Bigger home
= more energy

FOOD &
NUTRITION

MOBILITY

The source of electricity we
use in our homes -renewable
or non renewable. Also, the
bigger our home is the more
electricity is needed for
heating, cooling and
appliances, etc.

Renewable
Energy

Smaller home
= less energy

Our choice of transport,
whether we use personal
motorized or non motorized
transport or public transport,
as well as the distance we
travel.

Personal
Transport

Public
Transport

Motorized
Transport

Lifestyle footprint calculations convert all elements of
a lifestyle into a material (kg) level of consumption of
all goods and services in terms of natural resources
and the material intensity required in production. The
calculation includes consumption-based indicators
of resource use; lifecycle-wide material resource use
of all products and services used by households;
sum of abiotic and biotic resource consumption plus
agricultural and forestry-related erosion, and CO2
emissions (embedded in the resource use). 7

Non-motorized
Transport

GOODS

The kind of food we eat. Meat
has a much higher footprint
than other sources of protein
like fish or beans and vegetables and grains for example.

Meat
Global

Logistics
Waste

Vegetables
Local

Supply chain
Resource efficiency

The kind of products we buy, what
resources go into them, their packaging
and the volume of products we buy.
From personal care to home care the
highest material intensity often comes
from products containing materials
that are mined (metals/jewellery) and
where fossil fuels are used in their
production.

Mined materials
Disposable goods

Eco- materials
Recyclable goods

High impact
ingredients

Using 2000 data as a baseline, and estimating a
world population of 9 billion people by 2050, a per
capita future material consumption target has been
developed 8, calculated at approximately 10,000kg per
capita per annum (where abiotic resources account for
6,000 kg/cap/a and biotic resources account for 4,000
kg/cap/a). Of these 10,000kg, 8,000 kg/cap/a comes
from personal lifestyle consumption and 2,000kg
comes from public services. This methodology is peer
reviewed and was used in a 2012 EU-funded research
project that established pathways towards sustainable
lifestyles in Europe through to 2050. 9

Low impact
ingredients

CSCP has used this same methodology in WBCSD’s
2015 investigations into Brazil, India and China to
calculate country level average lifestyle material
footprints as well as example individual footprints
from a small sample of, in this case, Brazilians,
representing diverse socio-economic situations
and income-levels 10. Individual current lifestyle
material footprints from different countries provide
an interesting snapshot of consumer footprints and
impact areas and appear to be similar from country to
country within relative income brackets.

7

Lettenmeier, Michael et al. Eight Tons of Material Footprint—Suggestion for a Resource Cap for Household Consumption in Finland . Resources 2014, 3, 488-515.

8

Bringezu, S., Kazmierczak R. ed, (February 2015 ) Possible Target Corridor for Sustainable Use of Global Material Resources, Wuppertal Institute, Wuppertal Germany.
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Sustainable Lifestyles 2050 www.sustainable-lifestyles.eu
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These Lifestyle Footprints are illustrative only, calculated from a one-off household surveys and self-reported data.
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III: Future
Business
Opportunities – by
Lifestyle Category

In this report:
A focus on
India
This report presents the findings of the WBCSD and
CII Sustainable Lifestyles workshop held in Bangalore
the 22-23 July 2015. This workshop was the second in
a series of four workshops held in 2015, in Brazil, India,
China and the USA. It was kindly hosted by 3M at their
Bangalore Innovation Centre.

13

The report summarises the research and workshop
discussions on where the highest consumption
impacts are occurring in key lifestyle areas so we
can begin to uncover the ways in which business
can fundamentally reduce those impacts. The report
serves as input towards a broader discussion between
WBCSD companies on how business can inspire
sustainable lifestyles, by providing a focus on the
issues and opportunities present in India:
•

Section I summarises consumption and lifestyle
hotspot research carried out by CSCP 1 for
WBCSD – with a deliberate focus on Indian middle
and upper-middle class lifestyles.

•

Section II highlights current business, product
and service solutions that companies that
attended are already working on to enable and
inspire sustainable lifestyles.

•

Section III reviews some of the challenges faced
when promoting sustainable lifestyles in India, and
suggests potential business solutions to overcome
them. These solutions are drawn from the
discussions that took place during the workshop
between the 22 companies that attended.2 We
consider potential solutions in relation to products,
behaviour, infrastructure, technology and policy.
Plus the potential for collaboration between
companies and with relevant stakeholders.

•

The conclusion suggests three cross-cutting big
ideas for further development, building on the
workshop discussions.

1

Collaborating Centre on Sustainable Consumption and Production http://www.scp-centre.org/

2

Participating companies are listed in Appendix 1.

Disclaimer: The contents of this report are meant
to provide a synthesis of the discussions that took
place during the workshop, rather than workshop
minutes. All information has been subject to
the interpretation of the authors and does not
necessarily reflect the views of the WBCSD, the
views of all WBCSD member companies, or those
companies that attended the workshops.
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WBCSD - visual identity propsals

IntraHealth - annual report design + layout + infographic illustration

Voilà pourquoi
je suis agent
de santé
Rapport annuel 2012

(English, Spanish, French)

Infographic sample

2015
Average Chinese
Lifestyle Footprint

HOME

15,200kg

2,636kg

Energy Consumption

Quality

11%

24%

44.2%

OF HOUSEHOLDS
use coal for cooking and
35.6% use coal for heating

2050
Sustainable
Lifestyle Target

24,100kg

8,000kg

+13%

OF TOTAL MATERIAL
FOOTPRINT

for use in the home, expected
to increase by 48% by 2030

2030

Based mainly on increase
in electricity consumption,
where coal plays a large role

30%

OF CHINA´S
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Projected

Size

50%

OF CHINESE

aspire to own a big home

OF CHINESE HOMES
have insulation for heating/cooling

Residential floor space increased

CHINESE BUILDINGS LAST

7.2m2/cap in 1980 to
32.9m2/cap in 2012

HALF AS LONG

due to poor building quality and
standards (30 years in China, 60
years in the United States)

2,972kg

Average home size projected to reach
46m2/cap by 2050, more than

DOUBLE SUSTAINABLE LEVEL

1,600kg
Renewable energy sources, water
efficiency, distribution losses

World Health Organization - event branding

Frutaiga - policy manual

UCL Book festival - design proposal

HP - mobile design (Barcelona)

Vectibix - iPad and mobile design for BCN Science

Luis Figo WHO website - website design & photography

Branding Campaign 2014
Vremena Goda - design for social media Story & Co
Instagram - 03

Tartine et Chocolat - billboard design for Story & Co

Tartine et Chocolat - billboard design for Story & Co

WIA Berlin - gift card design proposal for Story & Co

the Wallery - wall paper design
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